
 

In these notes we will introduce some numerical methods

for solving unconstrained optimizationproblems We'll keep the two
assumptions we had before

Ali f is defined on all of 112
AZ f E d its first 2 derivativesexist a are continuous

The methods we'll look at are

1 Line search
2 Descent methods

a gradientdescent
b Newton's method

Our goal will be to minimize the function flex If we have
a point say that locally minimizes flat then 4 f xi 0

If the gradient is non zero then there is some direction in which
we can move to decrease the value of f

fLxi fLa tofu x xi

Because moving in this direction decreases the function value

it is called a descent direction

We will denote this direction by ax



If X is really close to the minimum then we onlyneed to
descend a small amount

If x is far from the minimum then we may need to

move in the DX direction a long way

This scaling of how far we need to move is given by t
So the total move or change in X is givenby

tax
1

magnitude descentdirection

Given a descentdirection DX I can try several values ofI

t so that f decreases or descends as much as possible

This process of findingthe best t is called linesearch

A linesearch is a l D optimizationproblem If we solve this

problem exactly then we've done an exact line search

t argmin flat tax



Let's try to minimize f1 1 42 using an exact linesearch starting

at any point X 0 with Ix 1

min f x taxi f x t x t

Clearly the optimal t equals X In other words I should

move to the left since DX 1 x units so that I'm
at the origin

In this case the exact line search took us to the minimum in

one step This is not always the case and finding the exact

step isn't always so easy

we will focus on a technique called backtracking line search

In backtracking you start w a unit stepsize t l and

repeatedly decrease t until a stopping condition is met

The plotbelow shows f X itDX its linear approximation givenby
f x 1 1 If G Ax and an a scaled linear approximation givenby
fLx at funax
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For small enough t we can write the Taylorseries as

f x tax f x tTfcx ax L f4 at fat ax

for at oil Requiring the function to be below its linear

approximation might be impossible Instead we'll use the a scaled

approximation FSee the figureabove

Algorithm Given ax atLo t Beloit
t I

while f txt thx fCx at tax
t pt

Typical values of 2 are between 0.01 and 0.3 meaning

that we accept a decrease in f between 1 and 30

of the linear prediction



The parameter 13 is often chosen to be between 0.1 and 0.8

when13 0.1 the step is decreased by 90 each step This is

avery crude search
when13 0.8 the step is decreasedby only 20 each step

There are other ways of doing line searches We'll justuse
the backtracking approach



An input to the backtracking algorithm is a descent direction

We'll now focus on how to find descent directions

Think back to the Taylor series

flxt flx.ltTfLx tax

A descent direction is one where Tfcalax is negative
The most obvious descent direction to me is

Axt Tfcal

Substituting this into the Taylor series gives

f x Efta Hitfix.lk

since we chose our descent direction as the gradient this
is called the gradient descent method

Algorithm Given a starting point a stopping criterion 720

repeat T
1 Ax tfCx
2 Linesearch for t
3 Update x x tDX

until 11If41112 Eh



We will now look at another method called Newton's method

To motivate the method we will approximate our function

with a 2nd order Taylor series

flax flx.i t flxilax taxt fflx.IN

To minimize this with respect to DX we set the derivative to

zero and solve for DX

2 Ifla 1 HEefflx o

2DX

If the Hessian is invertible then we can solve for DX

T
Ax Tiflis Ifk

substituting back into F gives

F fix afcx.it flxnJ'afca5

I flat Flat fk ftp.uijvflx.lt
I

aflx.IT flxnJvflx.T



The value on the right hand side tells us an estimate

for how much we can decrease the function It is called

the Newton decrement 1

I eflxleiflxiafl.it

If Newton's decrement is small we expect little improvement in
our objective In this light it can serve as a good stopping

criterion

Algorithm given a startingpoint x and stoppingtolerance EZO

repeat 2
Dx x

1 Compute Newtonstep to decrement

2 stopping criterion quit if 242 E E
3 Line search for t
4 Update x x tax

At every iteration it is required to calculate the Jacobian

the Hessian This can be very expensive

If you can calculate them a priori and provide them to the

solver then you should

There are ways of building the Hessian as you go but we

won't discuss them see DFP BFBSalgorithms



we derived the Newton step by looking at the quadratic
approximation Implicitly we assumed a minimum existed

The quadratic approximation might not be very good
and a minimum might not exist Whatshould we do

We can modify Newton's method using the

Levenberg Marquardt modification

Ax Efx 1 fast
modification

Even if the Hessian isn't positivedefinite we can perturb
it by µI so that it is As µ 20 it becomes a regular
Newton step As µ 700 it becomes a gradient descent step

There are manyways to goabout selecting pr A computationally
expensive but straightforward approach is to calculate the

eigenvalues of the Hessian Denote the eigenvalues as ei

choose µ s t

pet min ei I if mingei so
µ 0 if min ei 20

This shifts the least eigenvalue to 1 ensuring all

eigenvalues are positive such that the Hessian is invertible
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Algorithm given a startingpoint x and stoppingtolerance EZO

repeat
1 Compute the Hessian eigenvalues ei

lb Compute modified Newtonstep t decrement

2 stopping criterion quit if 242 E E
3 Line search for t
4 Update x x tax


